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QUESTION 1

What is true about an information flow? 

A. requires that a relationship (dependency, association, connector, etc.) does not exist between sources and targets 

B. defines the order in which information is exchanged 

C. may directly indicate a concrete element such as a class, and is conveyed instead of using an information item 

D. requires that a relationship (dependency, association, connector, etc.) exists between sources and targets 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When a component is deleted, what happens to objects in a component\\'s namespace? 

A. only those objects that participate in shared aggregations are retained 

B. objects continue to exist 

C. contents of the component\\'s namespace are promoted to its superclass 

D. objects are deleted 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An Instance Specification acquires which characteristics in the Deployments package? (Choose two) 

A. can be a DeploymentTarget in all cases 

B. cannot be either a DeployedTarget or a DeployedArtifact 

C. can be a DeployedArtifact only if it is an instance specification of an Artifact 

D. can be a DeploymentTarget only if it is an instance specification of a Node 

E. can be a DeployedArtifact in all cases 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which situations would result in errors when executing a ReclassifyObjectAction on an object? (Choose two) 

A. A new classifier already classifies the object. 
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B. A new classifier is an abstract class. 

C. The old and new classifiers are identical. 

D. No new classifiers are supplied. 

E. All classifiers are removed from the object. 

F. An old classifier does not already classify the object. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

When a component is deleted, what happens to objects in a component\\'s namespace? 

A. objects are deleted 

B. only those objects that participate in shared aggregations are retained 

C. objects continue to exist 

D. contents of the component\\'s namespace are promoted to its superclass 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What happens if the explicit context declaration is omitted from an OCL statement on a diagram? 

A. Nearest operation is made the context. 

B. Nearest classifier is made the context. 

C. Context may be specified by a dashed line. 

D. Last identified context is used. 

E. Statement is malformed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What determines which value an object flow edge chooses to move from the source? (Choose two) 

A. upper bound 

B. weight 

C. transformation 
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D. effect 

E. ordering 

F. selection 

Correct Answer: DF 

 

QUESTION 8

What is NOT true of a transition in a protocol state machine? 

A. may have a postcondition 

B. may have a precondition C. may have multiple associated operation 

D. may have no associated operation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is a protocol state machine used to define? 

A. the state machine that corresponds to an interaction specification 

B. the valid operations for invoking the behavioral features of a classifier 

C. an interaction between two state machines 

D. the state machine of a protocol object 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

If a data store node has three values and one moves across an outgoing edge, how many are left? 

A. two 

B. none 

C. one 

D. three 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11
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Which action does NOT require classifiers as static inputs? 

A. StartOwnedBehaviorAction 

B. CreateObjectAction 

C. ReclassifyObjectAction 

D. ReadExtentAction 

E. ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An information flow may NOT occur between which elements? 

A. associations 

B. instance specifications 

C. classes 

D. packages 

E. use cases 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What does the protocol conformance between two protocol state machines mean? 

A. all triggers in the two protocol state machines must be the same 

B. the specific state machine must abide by the behavior of the general state machine 

C. the general state machine must abide by the behavior of the specific state machine 

D. the two protocol state machines must be the same 

E. the specific state machine must have the same number of states and transitions as the general machine 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What does a port specification on a trigger do? 

A. restrict the trigger to events arriving through a specific port 
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B. delay the creation of the parts of an encapsulated classifier until a specified request is received 

C. create a new port after a classifier has been instantiated 

D. send a request to a port 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What are the names of the three compliance levels that organize the UML superstructure packages? 

A. partial, complete, interchange 

B. primary, secondary, tertiary 

C. simple, intermediate, advanced 

D. basic, intermediate, advanced 

E. basic, intermediate, complete 

Correct Answer: E 
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